CITY OF OGDEN
222 Riley Avenue, P.O. Box C
(785) 539-0311
Ogden, Kansas 66517-0843

Council Meeting
January 18,2012

The Regular Meeting of the Governing Body for the City of Ogden was scheduled on
Wednesday, January 18, 2012 at 7:00 p.m. in City Hall.
The meeting was called to order at 7:01 p.m.
The following members were present; Kenneth Carroll, Ward Nations, Ed Burch,
Brian Still and Mayor Pence. Attorney Irvine was present. David Ward was not present.
Mayor Pence invited the public to present comments to the Governing Body.
Nations moved to approve the Agenda. Seconded by Burch. Motion carried.
Still moved to approve the minutes of the January 4, 2012 Council Meeting. Seconded by
Nations. Motion carried.
Thomas Soder, present, requested an Electrical Contractor License to perform work on his
own properties.
Still moved to grant Thomas Soder an Electrical Contractor License. Seconded by
Nations. Motion carried.
Thomas Soder, present, requested a Plumbing Contractor License to perform work on his
own properties.
Still moved to grant Thomas Soder a Plumbing Contractor License. Seconded by
Burch. Motion carried.
Michael Schulte, present, requested an Occupational License for Ogden's Best Automotive at
312 Riley Avenue.
Nations inquired about the staging of vehicles to be repaired. Schulte commented
that there was an area behind the building that vehicles would be staged and not along the
public parking on Riley Avenue.
Nations moved to grant Michael Schulte an Occupational License for Ogden's Best
Automotive at 312 Riley Avenue, provided that all regulations are complied with. Seconded
by Carroll. Motion carried.
Kevin Stilley-Ashwood Mobile Home Court, present, requested an adjustment to the
December 2011 sewer charge for Account 4560-02 at 412 S. Park Street due to a water leak.
Nations moved to authorize a refund to the December 2011 sewer charge for Account
4560-02 at 412 S. Park Street in the amount of $267.67 to Ashwood Mobile Home Court ..
Seconded by Carroll. Motion carried.
Patrick Cox-BG Consultants, Inc. was not present.
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Mayor Pence stated that Cox had just attended a continuing education workshop and
discovered that the Manual for Uniform Traffic Control Devices has been revised. Cox will
have to amend his presentation on the signalized School Pedestrian Crossing to include the
new requirements.
Carroll moved to table the discussion regarding the signalized School Pedestrian
Crossing on Riley Avenue until the next meeting. Seconded by Still. Motion carried.
Terry Morrand, Jr-InterimCity Foreman, present, commented that he is having a difficult
time getting area asphalt paving contractors to bid on paving streets within the City. The
City can only afford to pave 2-3 blocks per year and it seems that the paving contractors are
not interested in small paving contracts.
.
Morrand commented that he researched the possibility of the City paving the street
ourselves. To do so would require switching the 'tacking oil' from MC800 to emulsion.
MC800 is not compatible with an asphalt overlay because the petroleum within the MC800
doesn't allow the bonding of the new asphalt overlay with the existing pavement. There is a
different type of emulsion that is used for chip sealing the streets and that is what will be
stored in the elevated storage tank. In the case of the emulsion used for asphalt overlays,
Vance Brothers can lease a portable tanker at a cost of $1 per year which would be delivered
to the Maintenance Shop area containing the proper emulsion and at the end of the overlay
project, credit the remaining emulsion to the City. Morrand stated that Vance Brothers has
indicated that they would be able to credit the remaining MC800 presently stored in the
elevated storage tank towards the purchase of emulsion. Morrand stated that once a
conversion to emulsion has been completed, the process cannot return to using MC800.
Morrand stated that he has investigated the feasibility of renting an asphalt paving
machine. Using the 200 Block of 14thStreet as an example, the most recent estimate for a 2"
asphalt overlay by a contractor was $13,000. The asphalt paving machine would cost $6,600
per week with an additional delivery charge of$200. When considering the cost of material
on a per block basis, i.e. asphalt (145 tons @ $58.00 = $8,410), delivery of asphalt by
Shilling Construction ($6.00 per ton = $870) and emulsion oil (100 gallons @ $2.68 = $289)
. at a total cost of approximately $9,569, and factoring the rental of the asphalt paving
machine, the savings on a per block basis are minimal.
Morrand stated that the State Surplus Property Division has recently obtained several
asphalt paving machines and have set a price of $9,500 for each with an estimated delivery
charge of $850. Using the material cost above and amortizing the cost ofthe asphalt paving
machine over three blocks ($3,433 per block), would result in a per block cost of an asphalt
overlay of $13,002 ($9,569 + $3,433). This is comparable to the cost of contracting the
asphalt overlay. After overlaying approximately three blocks, the payback on the purchase
price of the asphalt paving machine would have been realized. Any future overlays would
realize a savings of approximately $3,400 per block.
Morrand inquired whether the Council desired to authorize the inspection of the
asphalt paving machine at the State Surplus Property Division. Morrand commented that
Dominic Torres-Maranatha Welding and Truck Repair has agreed to travel to Chanute to
inspect the asphalt paving machine and offer an opinion on its condition and a
recommendation. Jeff Baker-Shilling Construction has offered to instruct the City Crew on
the use of the asphalt paving machine and may possibly be able to travel to Chanute.
Nations inquired whether the City Crew would have the time available to pave streets
given the various duties required to be completed in the summer.
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Consensus of the Council was to authorize the inspection of the asphalt paving
machine to determine its condition.
Terry Morrand, Jr.-Interim City Foreman, present, commented that South Walnut Street has
severe rutting of the asphalt surface. Vance Brothers has submitted a bid to install a Type II
Micro Surface on South Walnut Street from 11th Street to Riley Avenue for $8,986.56.
Morrand commented that Vance Brothers has a contract with Junction City and will be
available to complete the micro surfacing in Ogden sometime around May. The micro
surface treatment should last 5-6 years without maintenance.
Morrand commented that a chip seal treatment costs about $1,300 per 500 linear feet
of road surface.
Morrand stated that once the South Walnut Street Overpass is completed the traffic
count on South Walnut Street will be less, especially heavy truck traffic. The South Walnut
Street Overpass is expected to be completed by December 2012.
Attorney Irvine stated that the League of Kansas Municipalities is currently revising its
manual entitled Economic Development Tools for Kansas Municipalities and should be
available within a couple of weeks. The cost of the manual is $40.
Attorney Irvine recommended that discussion of the topic be revisited after the
manual arrives. Council agreed.
Clerk submitted three options for the Council to consider regarding adjustments to a
customer's sewer charge due to a water leak during the months of December, January and
February, which will serve as the basis for future calculation of the sewer charge for the
following 12 months.
The following options were considered: 1) should a water leak occur in one of the
basis months, that month's consumption would be replaced with the November's
consumption, 2) should a water leak occur in one of the basis months, average the remaining
two months to determine the sewer charge, 3) should a water leak occur in more than one of
the basis months, discard the highest consumption and average the remaining two months to
determine the sewer charge.
Attorney Irvine commented that he could prepare a resolution reflecting the option
the Council prefers, and that would be the policy that would be applied when determining the
adjustment.
Nations inquired what criteria is to be required when verifying that a water leak
occurred to justify an adjustment. Nations commented that receipts for repairs, photographic
evidence or verification by City personnel should be the minimum requirement before an
adjustment could be considered. Nations commented that a customer will probably request
an adjustment after receiving their April bill and any physical evidence indicating a water
leak may not be available for inspection or verification.
Council directed Attorney Irvine to prepare a Resolution reflecting an adjustment
based on the third option above.
Clerk stated that David Ward returned the file containing the bills and signed the summary
sheet.
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Carroll moved to recess into Executive Session, until 8: 10 p.m., for nonelective personnel
issues. Seconded by Burch. Motion carried. Nations voted against. Terry Morrand, Jr.Interim City Foreman was present
Nations moved to return to the Regular Session. Seconded by Still. Motion carried.
Attorney Irvine commented that each member of the Governing Body received a letter
containing comments regarding a rezoning request that was recently addressed by the
Planning Commission and will be considered by the Council at the next Council Meeting.
Attorney Irvine reminded the Council that zoning decisions are considered as quasi-judicial
decisions where evidence is presented and a decision is made. Attorney Irvine stated that the
Council should limit any discussion on the issue to the context of the Council Meeting,
otherwise a claim' could be made that a decision was made on evidence that was not
presented at the meeting or wasn't part of the public discussion or was made outside of the
meeting, all of which could undermine the process. Attorney Irvine commented that a
decision must be based on the nine 'Golden Factors' criteria.
Burch commented that work on scheduling a Spring Cleanup event should be started.
Burch stated that the U'P .R.R. has a new Roadmaster and he may be more approachable to
get the railroad crossings repaired.
Still commented that Attorney Peter Rombold indicated that he would bargain with the
U.P.R.R. regarding the repair of the railroad crossings. Clerk responded that should the
U.P.R.R. request a 'No Rise Certificate' from the City regarding the placement of riprap
along the railroad, Attorney Rombold mentioned that could be used as a bargaining chip to
get the railroad crossings repaired. At this time the U.P.R.R. has not made such a request.
Nations moved to adjourn the meeting. Seconded by Still. Motion carried.
Time: 8:16 p.m.
Vincent L. Kramer II
City Clerk

Mayor
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